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1. COMPUTER RESEARCH SUPPORT

I Director: Dan Pederson

Technical Staff:

Software: Hardware: Operations and Network Services:
R y Bates Ray Mason Vicki Gordon
Jim Koda Glen Gauthier James Hurd
William Moore John Patrick Roger Lewis
Koji Okazaki John Scofield Wayne Tanner
Tom Wisniewski Ramon Gonzalez Mike Zonfrillo
Craig Ward Fred Grolle Joe Kemp
Dwight Fromm Val Fucich Chris Refuerzo

Sean Schur

Support Staff:
Manon Levenberg

Pat Thompson

* 1.1 BACKGROUND

ISI provides cost-effective and key computer support to researchers at 11 and DARPA. DARPA

contractors and affiliates, and the military services. In addition to providing raw computing service on

TOPS-20 and Unix to members of the DARPA research community and DARPA itself. ISI also originally

developed and provided and/or now helps to support many additional mature software packages for the

entire Internet community. including text editors (XTD. Gnu Emacs). mail handlers (Hermes. MSG.

SNDMSG, MM), compilers (PASCAL. C, FORTRAN, COBOL, MA.CRO, BLISS). language environments

(Interlisp, Mainsail. Ada), and network access tools (Telnet, FTP, SMTP).

ISI has built a reputation for excellence and efficiency in both experimental computer services and

production services, and has repeatedly demonstrated its continuing high standards to users while

maintaining a relatively small expert staff. IS1 provides guidance to DARPA on what constitutes a

sensible load for a TOPS-20 host, and also provides management, control to ensure al adequate level of

support. for the DARPA user community

ISI has also shown itself to be extremely proficient in the realms of network access and host security.

successfully walking the fine line between protecting the interests of the communit.N and having that

security be an encumbrance to the user community. Security involves a number of access controls and.

perhaps more important, it includes protection schemas, password encryption checkers, and monitoring

demons that can be activated when a problem is suspected.

I and its cuirrent research project., have benefited sti,,tantially from ili-Jla,e cotImpelence In eolllif-eI.

I



I
services, particularly as the original support of the TOPS-20iDEC-KL environment, has widened to

include an eclectic and complex collection of hardware and software architectures. The staff of the

Computer Center has grown in expertise and maturity to meet the demands of this wider collection of

equipment and software, while the overall size of the group has been reduced.

With the continuing evolution of computer workstation technology. ISI expects to see a decline in the

demand for network-based, interactive, timesharing cycles as users move into workstation ' 'al area

network environments.

I 1.2 PROBLEMS BEING SOLVED

The Computer Research Support project is responsible for providing reliable computing facilitie., on a

24-hour. 7-day schedule to the Internet research and development community. At th. same time. the

project makes available to Internet users the mo-,t current releases of hardware and software on the

supported machines. The project provides rontinuous computer center supervision and operation. and a

full-time customer-ser ice staff that responds to user inquiries. Thi.- project supports a major complter

int allation at ISI',, maini facilit in Maria de[ lheN. ('alifornia. Shared staff witi, the I'acilitled.-,

infrastructure support to ISI's internal research efforts

I 1.3 GOALS AND APPROACHES

The ISI Information Processing Center provides support in four distinct, though tightly interrelated,

I areas: Hardware. Systems Software, Operations. and Network Services. The overall charter of the

organization is to assure that the need, of the user community are addressed and protected as

efficaciously as possible. To achieve this end. each group is concerned about the effective use of the

machines and software tools, and about the security of the physical plant. the system files, and other

online information. The more specific goals and approaches'of each group are summarized below.

Hardware

To achieve a reliability goal of 98.7 percent scheduled uptime, preventive and remedial maintenance

responsibilities have been assigned to an in-house computer maintenance group. This group provides cost-

effective 24-hour, 7-day coverage. To maintain the reliability goals, preventive maintenance is very

closely controlled, and online diagnostics and analysis are emphasized. A primary component in the

reliability and availability of the hardware is- the physical environment in the computer facility itself.

Accordingly, significani time and resources are expended in ensuring that the best., most cost-effective

environmental controls are at the facility.I
I
I
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System Software

The software group's overall goal is to install and maintain, at jiaximum reliability. ISI', VMNS. UNIX.

and TOPS-20 operating systems and applications software. In order to accomplish this goal. the group

provides 24-hour. 7-day coverage to analyze system crashes and to provide appropriale fixes. In addition.

it is the groups responsibility to install, debug. and modify the latest monitor and kernel versions. an(d

the associated subsystems. a\ ailable from the vendors.

* Operations

The Operations staff is responsible for monitoring the s.,tems and the physical environment of the

computer room itself. The facility has at least on operator on site to monitor the facility which run

24-hour, 7-days a week. This goal is achieved through a variel) of mean., including regularly scheduled

full and incremental backups of all ,ystems: permanent archihal., of requested or infrequentl1 accesed

systemn and user files: magnetic tape storage and pointers to all information extant at the time of removal
of directories from the various systems: and. perhaps most important. redundant offsile storage of all

significant information active on the disk structures or existing on tape within the facility.

When a problem occur,. the on-duin% staff isolate., it and lake. appropriate action. The work clo.se].

with the on-call hardware and soft are support staff in resohing .,y.tem problem.- ,o that maximum

uptime can be achieved O, the night and weekend shifts. the Operation, staff responds directly to user

inquiries. Proper training.. experience, continuit). and faniiliaritl with the environment are especially

st ressed.

I Network Services

Network Services. the ISI customer-service group. provides a two-way communication link between the3 users and the rest. of the support staff. The group handles all directory management issues, monitors

available disk space, answers questions about the primar) software packages, solves a number of lower3 level technical questions, and will also cover the Operations duties when required. This support is

accomplished by maintaining a coverage from 000pst to 1800pst Monday thru Friday. for prompt.

problem resolution and rapid information exchange, both on-line and by telephone. The group also offers

introductory training in the use of hardware and software tools available on the IF] systems, as well as
providing documentation for new users of the Internet. Network Services also assists in the formulation

of user training programs for large. Internet-based military experiments at. for example, the Strategic Air

Command, Offutt Air Force Base, Nebraska; the Naval Postgraduate School, Monterey, California: and

the Systems Design Center at Gunter Air Force Base. Alabama.

Appropriate documentation is- constantly being generated and distributed t.o individual users, as well as

to remote user-group liaison per.-onnel: this documentation ranges fron simple. beginner-level

explanations to more technical information suitable for experienced u';ers,. h: accordance with ISTO

guideline', the custoler-ser ice group pro\ ides regular stem utilization accounting data to I)ARPA.

I
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I 1.4 PROGRESS

The ISI Computer ('enter Facility operated withomt major hardware or software difficulties during the

reporting period. Scheduled uptimes averaged well above 99 percent. Three of the four DEC 2060

computers running the TOPS-20 operating system "as shut down in 1988. The development of plans to

move users and then shut down of the last, DEC 2060 hosts also began during this period. The users of

these system will be transferred to a SunServer runiig BSI) 4.3 UNIX.

I Hardware Additions

The ISI Computer Center continued its move away from DE( 2060 computers toward personal

workstations and file ,ervers. The facility acquired a large number of workstations and servers.

The hardware staff performed upgrades and additjim, to the hardware configurations on the DEC 2060

(including security improvements). An additional change included more memorN on ISLA. Most of the

old RP06 disk drives uere phased out in favor of larger. more modern and cost-effective Winchester

technology RP07 drive, The RP06 drives that remaini arc. now mostly used for mountable ,ructures. All

installations and change,, were carried out ditrmg r'hduled evening maint enance hours %ithout

interfering with normal operation.,.

The ('omputer Center houses and or lend, substantial support to the array of personal computers

(PCs). workstations, and s3 mbolic proce.ssing engine, acquired over the lamt everal Nears b. a variety of

projects. The ('enter assures that the filesystem, of these various machines are backed up and that

H network connectivity (where required) is robust.

The current li.,t, of major multiu.er proce,,sor,,. network ,ervers, and supported individual machines

I (PCs, workstations, and symbolic processing compiters) follow.,:

10 DEC VAX 11/750 computers I Micom data switch (2 bays)
3 DEC VAX I1 '780 computers I LeeMab data security switch
2 DEC VAX 8650 computers I Xerox 5400L Penguin laser printer

16 DEC MicroVax computers I Dataproducts high-speed printer
4 Imagen laser printers 2 Xerox 2700 laser printers

18 Symbolics 3600/3645/3675 LISP machines 1 Xerox 8045 print server
65 IBM-PCs (various models) 2 Xerox 8031 file servers
58 SUN Microsystems workstations 40 desktop printers
20 Hewlett-Packard Bobcat workstations 3 BBN Butterfly gateways
17 Texas Instruments Explorer workstations 2 Iris workstations
10 Apple lIE/Lisa/Macintosh computers 120 modems (300. 1200, 2400 Baud)
20 computer terminals (various models) I Connection Machine
I Symult Parallel Processor

I
I
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I Syste.m Software Enhancements

Updating of the mail handlers and the Domain name space were the major soft-ware enhancements.

Other software that, was upgraded includes: Scribe. and Gnu Emacs.

I1 1.5 MILITARY IMPACT

ISI . perhap- the finest university- nsed research center promoting tihe sharing of software resources3 within t.he DAIWA community: it, assumes responsibility for providing support, to key DoD community

personnel so as to demonstrate the great utility of the ARPANET and MH,NET resources. The effective

and rapid trai.fer' of information, electronic mail and other data. computer programs and tools

illustrates, on a working daily basis, ways to enhance military efficiency. Specific technology transfer of

relevant research to the military is heavily dependent on the facility.

ISI's Computer (!enter provides ARPANETMILNET cycles and support 24 hours a day, 7 days a week

to rhe Strategic Air C(,mmand. Naval Postgraduate School, Gunter Air Force Base. the Office of Naval

Re~ea:'h. and thli ADI)DS Experimental Te.t Diviion at Fort Bragg, North Carolina., a- well a, to t-he

Iontra,'or-,. researcher.,, and administrators of militarily significant research coordinated out of ,he

DARPA office in Washington. D.C. In addition to supplying machine time and directed Network Services

,upport, this project continues-to provide substantial additional support in the following areas:

" General acounling information "as needed for workload analysis on the various machines.

* Rapid response to u.er requests and problem reports.

" Tailored .,ecurity awareness, and manual and automated tracking.

w Maintenance and upgrading of electronic mail system software, shared online bulletin boards,
and other specialized communications and file-transfer programs.

* Maintenance of approximately 1500 user directories (as well as hundreds of support and
overhead directories) on the TOPS-20 machines used by the DoD and affiliates.

I- 1.6 FUTURE WORK

The Computer Rescarch Support project, will continue vo provide computing service to the DARPA

research community, provide and support software packages' for the Internet community, and offer a

program of technology transfer ;.nd user education through the Network Services group.

Some %pecific planned activitiesq for the next year include the following:

* ('omplete the subnetting at ISI thus improving the computer response time.

,1 . Installation of new procedures and supoort for acquisitions of equipment at ISI. This will
include potential new product, (either purchased at DARPA's direction or via grants) from the
i'following vendors: Hewlett-lPackard. Texa.- Instruments. SUN Nlicrosysten.,. Symbolics.
)igital Equipment ('orporatioii. and others

I
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I * Installation of new releases of operating systems on all supported computers.

I •1 ' pgrading disk storage to a newer more cost effective technology.

• Upgradinig tape storage to a newer more cost, effective technology.I
I
I
I
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U 1. DARPA HEADQUARTERS
* SUPPORT CENTER

Resach Staff:
Dan Peder~on

Ra% Mason

1 1.1 PROBLEM BEING SOLVED

The ISTO computer center environment requires -;ophisticated systenis capable of providing services for

program managers and analysts commensurate %vith Ole comnplexity- of their tasks. Thet --v'tetns must be

sup~ported In a cost-effective Ilanner. while maintaining a less thtan two Iperl'ent dowti life.

1.2 GOALS AN1, iPPROACHI l~~Io prov ide cost -effect i ve s~ervice. ISI devised a set of remlote environmient surveillatice and qvs:"nn

diagnosi- itook. Thetse include renol e monitorling (froln 151) of thle lS'h'( comlputer rooms I enperat lireI umidity, power. fire-suppre.s.ion -system. VAN s~ stvem crashes. and comiputer room vnirv via ;an

ant omat ic rep~orting sysieni that tses st iandard t elephoiie linie., 181 lpersonnel are able Io observe dw

stat it of thet ISTO coin it er cente ci I hnoiigh a seriv, of' %idvo ramera.s whose images are t ransnmttedl to 151

via the ARPANET. Access to the Stil server stv-ems for system software maintenance and enhancenttuil

is. provided via remote dial-in. Hardware problem diagnosis is also achieved via remote dial-in. where'

diagnostics can be run from 11, 151 hardware technical staff can. upon analysis of the diagnost ic.

determine the failing module and with t-he help of selected ISTO personnel. perform module swaps.

1.3 SCIENTIFIC PROGRESS

I During this period two Sun 3'180 systems were added 1,o the ISTO computer room; one for the Oracle

database and one to handle 19.2KBPS communications between the home Su~ns and the IS'fO servers.

To allow 151 personnel remot-e acces to the VAXes and Sunl servers, 151 installed additional phone lines.

anl 800 service, and additional modems.

Dual porting on thie Sun disk drives to enable another server access if the primary 11P11 is down for- anl

extended period was implemented. The switch is transparent to the user.

The revamping of' the ISTO Ethernet to a Othinnet 0schemna to provide ISTO with a more nmaintainaletI ~ ~and expandable tnet work has been completed. Front the timte of its completion IST() has experienced imo

ethlerniet out ages.



Scheduled] maintenance of all equipment was accomplished.

U 1.4 MILITARY IMPACT

ISIl has' proven that remnote maintenance for small comiputer facilities, is feasible and cost effective. ISII ha.. beeii able to maintain a high mean time between failures for the exi.sting system,. throuigh effective

electrontic aind videto surveillance of the computer room environment and remote acr-e' 14) 1i" AX and

Sun systemis in the computer roonm for maintenance and diagnostic irO.

i he wremoten approach to- computer management of' inall tiiiatieiided compluter faiciliw ie . could be I

(osi -effec t iv soltiiori military applications.

I 1.5 FUTURE WORK

Remote surveillance of 1he computer facility for maintenance and( e&curit) purposes %'ill rontinue. 151 isI investigating f lit, p0ossili% of lipgrading the remote % ideui rap hlif. to ;tllout N] 10 r.'cti%' i idio inilages,

clovir to rcal-ww Tn lhe, (-ani nipress transmit time cue.1 .1via%. which "omild ht- pati imlI alkiei ated

a 11e-' (1"1-11i of, flit, coiipres'.ion algorithm, alt hotigli iuitdi ol I lic delay\ is vaiised I).% iiv1\%()t rk load

Tfhe fuill inijpleiiientat ioni of the Lee~lah dial-hack em-iit% %.~stem is read\. The riiial phase of thisI~ ~ ~n iplenmen 1at ion has beeii put on hold peading a detailed nji c iii .ctv review.

As widler and( more complex usage of the Sun workstatioiis takes place, additional disk storage will be

requiredl. TJhis additional st;orage will also entail optical ltorage systeml(s). Also, existing workstations will

be upgraded to provided the latest computing environment to programn managers.

One major task will he planning the computer facility move to it,, new location, which is schteduiled forI late 1990 or early 1991.
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I 1. STRATEGIC COMPUTING
* DEVELOPMENT SYSTEMS

Research Staff:
Dan Pederson
Ray Bates
Ray Mason

I 1.1 PROBLEM BEING SOLVED

U sinig revent advances in workstation /server arch itectu re. artificial intelligence, and computer science.

D)ARPA plan., to create a new generation of "mnachine intelligence cechnology." The DARPA Strategic

(Comput ing programn will be targeting key areas where advances can be lei eraged iom~ards broadl advances

ini mlachinle intelligetice technology an(I the demonstration of applicat iolis of thle technology to critical
p~rolems11 in defense.

TheIo Stiti- giv (Computinug program will he suJpportced b% a I echniolog infrarciurii. This itifrastrucilore

"~ill e to l)ooiitrap the program hy providing current -tate-of-1 he-art computing technolog). net work

comnmunicat ions. and shared resources to the program partieipants.

Trhe aim of this project is to provide development comnput ers for the St rategic Comnputing program.

SN-t em integration and the distribution of the systems to the program participants. as well as a defined

architecture for -;%stern communications and resource sharing antong the computer., acquired. are requisite

for this project.

One of the project's aims is to provide cost-effective and state-of-the-art engineering workstations to the

Strategic Computing community. As the research in this program has- progressed. and %g the

Sophistication and complexity of available hardware and ,oftware in the vendor community have evolved.

the more generalized workstations have proven to be a valuable adjunct. to the already established base ofI specialized symbolic processors.

1.2 GOALS AND APPROACH

A tnutnber of machines have been developed to ,upport high-speed processing of large symbolic

programs. Each of these machines provide-, an extensive interactive p~rogrammiting environment, aI sophisticated display-manager "window system,* a real-time. witndow-oriented editor, incremental
compilers. and dynamic linking.

These systems are the state of the art in program developmient en% ironinits. They are widely us-ed iii

the research community for systems developmient. expert systems%. natural language sytmsnapptug

applicat ions. and support of CAl) (AN eBn'ironnieut..



Since many of these are single-user systems, they cannot be timeshared in the traditional sense and thus

the cost per researcher is high. To bring these costs down, workers are currently placed in the awkward

situation of having to schedule their computing needs. The resultant scheduling conflicts naturally lead t.o

low researcher productivity.

3 An examination of dynamic machine use shows that many activities do not require the high-s;peed

processing capabilities afforded by these machines. Less expensive, general-purpose machines supporting

the same language base have become available only over the last. few years. While fornerl. adequate onl

for les,-intensive research activities such as editing. text preparation, and file scanning. these general-

purpose machines are now sufficient for more intensive program development and eypciitio acti ities.

The duality of resources required for different type., of activities and the availability of machine, of3 appropriate cost/performance for carrying out those activities suggests a workstation -erer architciure

based on these two cla,es of machines and an interconnecting network. In order to ,support d~ natnic

source code exchange between server and usorkstatim, it i,- necessar. for each to sutpport the saint, M

language system. Cottmnmoji LISI is tle nattral choicl, iii urli an architectire. as it %a- de,,-gtied withi tli,

conept.; of comtonalitN and portability a- primary goal.,

A significant fallout of such an architectnire, when viewed as workstations and ;erver- on T('P IP-ha-ed

networks, is the ability of researcher- to cominunieate over the Internet in order to use high-powered

resources available on prototype and low-production machines. This has been particularly useful on

prototype machines being developed under the machine architecture phase of the program.

ISI has acquired a mix of these machines to support the requirement,,; of the Strategic Computing

program. and has helped to integrate and test individual systems as required for particular Strategic

Computing program participants.

I The integration tasks have avoided duplication of effort among Strategic ('omputing participants. 1Sfl

has collected software to support this architecture as it has been developed by vendors and the research1 community. IS does a modest amount. of testing, modifying, and augmentation of software; provide.,

support, for software exchange and distribution among DARPA development sites: helps assure working

compatibility of the ('ommon LIP systems: works with commercial vendors to resolve vendor-specific

problems; and works to allow network compatibility of the systems with DoD network protocols

(TCP,'IP). The software and system integration efforts are carried out at. the ISI Marina del Rey facility.

I
I
I
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U 1.3 SCIENTIFIC PROGRESS

During the reporting period. additional general-purpose configurations were acquired. Some wereI installed and integrated at 151. while most were shipp~ed out t~o research facilities. eduicatilonal sites. and

government agencies.

In the past. year, 85 machine., were acquired as par( of this. Strategic Comptuting Ji-oject. a~s well a., a
large variety of component peripherals, software packages (front Interleaf. (VA. tnipress. etc.). and
software maintenance agreements. The major machines acqutiredl were:

* 20 - Apple Computers

* 10 - NeXT Computers

* 40 - Sunt Computer,

* 15 - K~s. various model~s

I * Various hardware peripherals package,

I 1.4 IMPACT
The DARPA Strat egi, Computing progra in will cont inue to develop and integrate aidvanced votiPill eurc

technology into milit ar% applicat ions. Technological ad% ancement will br- sought in high-speed s% iiilxolie
machines. as well as application of this technology to the military. Potential military apj lication ot li-~3technology include-i autonomous syst-enm (land., air, and sea). battlefield management and assessnentl.

planning and advising, and simulation systlems.

The initial program applications included anl autonomous land vehicle. a pilot's associate. andl a carrier
battle group hattle management system. These applications test the evolving technology in the areas of
vision, expert systems, speech recognition, anmd high-performnance knowledge-processing systems. Each
application seeks to demonstrate the new technologies potential for providing a major increase in dlefeniseI capability and to reficet a broad demotnstration base that. is relevant, to each of the three services.

The development systems acquired through this project will support the technology base and the3 targeted ap~plications under the Strategic Computing program.

1.5 FUTURE WORK

Several manufacturers have perceived that there will be a substantial mmarketplace for a more general-
purpose symbolic processing engine in the future. We expect that the p~rice performance ratio of lhesv
new inachimmes will continue to improve at a rapid pace. resulling in more efficient use of researcher time

asmore st at -of-i he-art inachimie'. canl be acquired at the most reas)iable price



I-
.3

H During the next year, 151 will continue to negotiate with vendors and acquire a mix of high-end LISP

machines and other engineering workstation,, capable of handling symbolic provessing in addition to otherI ~applications. As the workstation /server architecture is defined by DARPA. ISI will *configure sse~

test vendor software, and distribute the systems to the Strategic Computing p)rogram participants.
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3 1. NEW COMPUTING ENVIRONMENT

.Researchz Staff: Support Staff:
Dale Chase Glen Gauthier
Jim Koda Manon Levenberg

Ray Mason

1 1.1 PROBLEM BEING SOLVED

For the past decade, the computing needs of computer science researchers have beeni provided on large-

scale. timesharing machines. These researchers no longer find these timesharing machine, a viable

ap~proach for their research. The high-speed and dledicated workstation has become the nmachine of choice

ISI's DEC mainframe running TOPS-20 is at full capacitY and become very costly to operate

Additionally. it is not capabJ.' of'supporting many of the current and proposed researchi efforts :1 IMI.

I As techniques and expertation, (especiall% in the area of Artificial Intelligenee) hate ad Amir--d. general-

purPpose machine, are no longer ab~le to) pro idt' ohw sty Ic or int eract ion 1flnl capabli lit ie . mi li 'ii, 'f

throughput and adldress spa'. that aire rtequiredl lo support current research effort,,. Tlit N(CI: liroject

continues to:

* provide a very sign~ificant improvement in bo0th thei amonot and the quality of m~ailable'
computing res;ources to the otngoing ISI research efforts, through the use of dedicated Il-1-sIiaI
workstations and higher capacity centralized processors and servers.

3 " provide for diverse access methods to the common set of services.

* fully support the use of special-purpose workstations, and processors as required b) individull
research projects.

" free up capacity on the existing mainframes, by offloading some common function to central
* servers.

1.2 GOALS AND APPROACH

The 151 rearch community is made up of a diverse set. of project-s and cultures. In ordler t~o best

support, a community with such varied needs, we decided to implement. a heterogeneous environmentI consisting of a variety of personal workstations, dedicated server, and continued use of our- existing

timesharing systems. The New C'omputing Environment was designed to consist of local processing nodes

fl (workstations and multiuser mainframes) connected via a local network to a set, of central servers. A

certain minimum set of functions must be available to all nodes in this environment: mail, file

manipulation (access and transfer), and Internet connectivity (Telnet). The environment provided by

thebe jiodes and server-, conceals the fine-grain detail from outside users; users external to the environment

needl not know what workstation a particular user is on. lunle,-- they want to. At inimm. these servict-



should be available via any of several communication media: local area network. Internet. and dialup

access The NCE provides additional support, as needed to allow low-end %ork.,ation.s on our mainframes

to use these services as easily as the fully capable workstations in the Sun. Silicon Graphics. DEC

VAXStations and Apollo class. Primary access to these services is via the DoD TCP/IP protocol suite,

with some extensions and enhancements to support. particular mode.- of inleraction that are not vet

supported (e.g., random file access and remote procedure call).

The use of these services by our mainframes has rosulted in immediate improvements for all users. as

many CPI 1-intensive activities have been offloaded to servers. Making these services available from our

mainframes, also provides for their use from home systems Access for these devices is via dialup lines to

our existing mainframes, or to the servers themselves.

The following services are provided to all nodes in the environment:

" centralized mail service

" cent ralized file service

I doew iiient Ior at Iiing

" high-quality printing

I * coinnunication,

I " specialibed processing

While the principal incentive for the New Computing Environment was the support and integration of a

diverse set of dedicated personal workstations, not everyone at IS] requires this kind of hardware and

capability. Until there is an actual need to migrate research efforts io workstations, there will be a

significant population cont#nt with our existing VAX mainframes. However, the enhanced facilities offered

by the provision of centralized servers also benefits this population. These enhancement, take the form of

increased accessibility of files and mail, increased reliability in terms of both data integrity and securit..

and improved performance of the existing mainframes due to the offloading of CPU-intensive activities to

the dedicated servers.

I To reduce the operating and maintenance costs of in-house computers. we have moved groups of users

from TOPS-20 to V'AXes running both UNIX and VMS.

1.3 SCIENTIFIC PROGRESS

The main computing resource at IS, a DEC VA-N 86.50. wa., updated to run Berkeley UNIX. version 4.3.

We installed a number of Sun file servers on multiple stibnets t improve system performance. This same

architecturi and hardware, wa., transf,,red to lie I),\RI' ITO environmnt and elimiated daily

o1 ages.I
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U The initial design and development, of a system that. makes existing archived files available over the

Ethernet to any other system was compleled and successfully installed. The Massbus Ethernet Interface

System (MNEIS) on A.ISI.EDU wa,, enhanced to provide better perforniance to our remote . sers since the

ARPANet was being shut-down.I
Enhancements to the root domain server for the Internet were coniplel-d Work was done to integrate

the domain server code into the 6.1 environment. A side benefit i, that wh., A.IL.EDU user community

has been ushered into the domain name world, instead of being restricted to communicating with hosts in

a static host table.

In other area., work has been ongoing to improve the connectivity h)etoweet ARPANET, MILNET. and

ISINET syteni,. Different systems on tlht ISINET haie been eonfigured and tested to act as private

gateways between the ISINET and the NlILNET. and dramatic improvements have been observed.
Rouling strategies designed to make the mosi. of such gateway- were tested and installed.

'S, xal improveiment., were niade to the IP( integrat ion to tli IINI"ET. New ver.,ions of Sut PC NFS

%%vrv instialled on local IBMNl P('-.. n e rel ease of the '1I, INC' 1P %%a., Cd aiiivd and installed on local

PC s. employing a network-based installation scheme called Bootp to allow previously networked PC's to

he updated without the need to shuffle floppies. Local improvenient,, to the, PC' IP code were folded in,

Iiclhding an enhanced lpr client that allow, files to be spooled frm I>( 's io a ININ server for printing to
any of the printers in the ISI environment. Various ethernet interfaces were tested on portable PU's,3 software tested. .nd delivered to DARPA 'ISTO.

1.4 IMPACT

Our experience with personal comluters anid workstations has made it clear that they represent a useful

alternative to large. timeshared mainframe. for certain research activities. Projects within the institute

have moved their work to workstations, and have therefore been able to continue research that exceeded

the capacity of our mainframes.

A s the reliability of added facilities and of the entire environment is proven at ISI, we offer the same
I type of environment to outside contractors via the Exportable Workstation Systems project. These two

projects combine to provide an ideal environment for developing and refining the facilities and
capabilities that are becoming increasingly important in the command and control context. These

capabilities include the handling of redundant databases and the support of a heterogeneous collection of

hardware.
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1.5 FUTURE WORK

3 We will study subnet configirafions of Mie local area network to optimize network traffic. To aid in Ithis

stuidy. we plan to impleniewi ant extended network traffic analyzer that will provide detailed short-term

logs and long-term traffic histograrns.

The Laser Disk Archive jwoEjci will be completed and installed at, ISTO. We plan to st~iudv approaclhes3 that will allou remote workstatioits to gain acces.s to network-based resources via dial-tip lines anid high-

speed dedicated links..

IWe will also specif), And iilpfltit a fuill-funiction mail service for IBMI-P('s-. The service will be

integrated into the local areai ne'twork and will interface to Internet mail services.
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1 1. COMMERCIAL MAIL

I Research Staff: Support Staff:
Dale Chase Manon Levenberg

Craig Ward Glen Gauthier

1.1 PROBLEM BEING SOLVED

The evolution of large electronic mail systems testifies to the increasing importance of electronic mail as

a means of communication and coordination throughout the scientific research community. These systems

include the DARPA Internet mail system, the GTE Telemail system, the MCI-Mail sy~tem, and the IEEE

('ompmail system on ITT Dialcom. Until now these systems have operated autonomously., and no

convenient mechanism has existed to allow users of one system to send electronic mail to user, on another

system. The Intermail system. developed by the Internet Concepts Research project at ISI. demonstrated

a mail-forwarding system that allows users to send electronic mail across such mail system boundaries.

The Commercial Mail project will convert this system from a research project hin1, a commercial product.

I 1.2 GOALS AND APPROACH

The most significant, limitation of the Intermail system is its inability to handle forwarding to more

than one "other" mail system in a single interaction--that is, each message can be delivered to only one

other mail system. We will eliminate this limitation by introducing a new syntax for addresses. Any

number of addressees may be specified on any number of "other" mail systems. This will allow users on

"other" mail systems to be included in mailing lists along with DARPA Internet recipients, (11CP

recipients. CSNET recipients. etc.

It is presently possible for DARPA Internet users to communicate easily with users of both ITIUCP and

('SNET via cooperating hosts that maintain connections with these communities. Addresses are specified

in the local syntax of each of the three systefms, and conversions are handled by the forwarding hosts.

This is the way we intend to have the commercial mail forwarding facility function. This is a relatively

easy facility to provide on the DARPA side, where the address syntax is well understood and flexible, and

the entire process will be under our control. On the commercial side. we will continue to use the

techniques developed by the Internet Concepts project, which use forwarding information embedded in the

text portion of the message in a Simple Forwarding Header (SFH). Our conversion system will, however,I1 make it possible for DARPA Mail recipients to reply directly to messages from commercial users using

existing DARPA Mail composition programs.

I

1!
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1 1.3 SCIENTIFIC PROGRESS

Upon the successful development, of the Intermail system. the ISI computer center software group was

contracted to build a robust,, production-quality, operating Commercial Mail Relay (CR) system. In it,

first. year the CMR project, spent a great amount of time evaluating the Intermail research project

software, various operating system platforms, and network mail system software suitable for building the

foundation of h commercial product. With the selection of 4.3 bsd UNIX for the oper,-.r- system and

the Multi-channel Memo Distribution Facility (MMDF) as the system mailer, the first specfications for

the CMR were written.

I U~UNIX and MMDF were selected for system software so that the (MW could be developed in a highly

portable environment. Both UNIX and MMDF run on a variety of platforms. IVIMDF. with its notion of

I a dedicated channel for messages going to a particular dstination, allows great, flexibility concerning the

addition or removal of commercial networks.

I Development, began on a VAX!I1-750 with the target production machine being a Microsax

\'ANStatiop I. During the development period. numerotu. demonst-rations of the system were gi en.

enabling researchers at ISI to give the ('MR development team positive feedback. The first (!MR MII) 'l V

channel and a pre-processor for SFHs were put into service in October 1987.

I This channel bridges the GTE Telemail --ystem to the Internet. It interfaces to the Telemail system by

simulating a human using a terminal. Negotiations are under way with GTE to update their software to

allow direct, computer access. Because the GTE system astsumes that a human is entering the system.

mail errors (such as misaddressed mail) are handled in a verbose format. This makes error handling in

CMR ver) challenging. The Telemail channel and the SFH pre-processor currently handle some failed

mail situations, such as incorrect. commercial mail system. incorrect commercial mail user name. and

incorrect commercial mail host. We plan to include others and enhance the understanding of (MR-

generated error messages as our experience with the (CMR user community increases.

After the Telemail channel and SFH pre-processor stabilized, the CMR development team began

designing a channel for ITT Dialcom. Several o-anizations, government and private, operate on Dialcom

systems. The ('MR Dialcom channel will be us d by IEEE. ONR. and NSF.

While the design and coding of the Dialcom channel proceeded, bugs and other required changes were

made to the Telemail channel and the SFH pre-processor. along with bug-fixes and upgrades for the

system software. User documentation was updated and the program logic manual was edited to reflect,

changes and in response to user needs. Simple accounting programs were developed to track the usage.

Work continues on refining and expanding the (onnercial Mail Relay.

I



1 1.4 IMPACT

The availability of high-performance personal workstations and dedicated special-purpose processors.

and the preference for these machines by researchers. have made the acquisition and operation of large

mainframes capable of providing reliable mail service unacceptably high. Since most of these research

I machines cannot. provide mail service, the Commercial Mail implementation will allow the users of these

machines to remain accessible to the rest of the research community without, maintaining two distinct

computing facilities.

The availability of a reliable high-capacity bridge between commercial mail sytems and the DARPA

Internet will provide better communication among contractors, especially those involved in the Sirategic

Computing Program, who might, otherwise be denied convenient access to colleagues.I
1.5 FUTURE WORK

1N1 will continue to update and support the (MR system. We plan to add software to the sN that

will allow mail to be relayed from the Internet to Dialcom (for ONRNlail. IEEE (ompmail. ad NSF'lail)

and M(CI Mail. The ('MR is flexible enough that the addition of other commercial mail netimork. tich as

Compuserve. GENIE, or ATT Mail will be possible depending on the interest expressed by the Internet

community in any such networks. ISI will also provide the following enhanced services:

* negotiate more cost-effective billing procedures from commercial networks

" negotiate the implementation of new machine interface., with commercial mail net.work.-

" improve systems reliability

" implement software that will allow faster file transfer

" improve systems accounting

I The improved systems accounting software will include the ability to recharge costs to remote site,- that

use the CMR system.

Once this software is developed. ISI will serve as a distribution center for outside agencies that want to

use this type of mail relay software. This software will be fully supported by a set of user documentation.

ISI will maintain an electronic mailbox that, can be used by remote users to report, bugs, problems, et.c.

IS1 will also distribute the (WR software to other sites that run INIX.

I
I
I


